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Lecture 7-- The Law of Kamma (kammaniyama) and the Purification by 

Knowledge and Vision of what is the Path and what is not the Path  

(maggamagga nanadassana visuddhi). 

The explanation of the purification by overcoming doubt can not be complete without an 

understanding of the law of kamma. According to the model of dependent origination in twelve 

links working in terms of three lives, it was kamma which due to ignorance caused the present 

birth in this life, and it is kamma again which is bound to cause the future birth due to craving. 

This is how the wheel of existence turns in the three times as long as kamma is being stored and 

produced.  

In the Pali Buddhism, similar to the tradition of northern Buddhism there is a fourfold 

classification of kamma (see VSM tr., p. 696-699 and Abhidhammatthasangaha chapter 5, tr. 

Bodhi, p. 200-205) throwing some light on the subject, nevertheless all traditions agree that a 

thorough understanding of the law of kamma is the domain of the Buddhas, all others can attain 

only a partial understanding (ekadesanana). 

The fourfold analysis of kamma; 

1. Kiccavasena — by way of function; janakam, upatthambakam, upapilakam, upaghatakam; 

productive, supporting, obstructing, destructive. 

2. Pakadanavasena — by way of ripening; garukam, asannam, acinnam, katatta; weighty, 

death proximate, habitual, reserve. 

3. Pakakalavasena — by way of time of ripening; ditthadhammavedaniyam, 

upapajjavedaniyam, aparapariyavedaniyam, ahosikammam; effective in this very existence, 

in the next existence, indefinitely effective, defunct. 

4. Pakatthanavasena — by way of place of ripening; akusalam, kamavacarakusalam, 

rupavacarakusalam, arupavacarakusalam; unwholesome kamma, wholesome pertaining to 

the sense, or fine material or immaterial sphere. 

An understanding of continuity of nama rupa in the mental processes based on kamma leads to  

a clear knowledge and vision defined in the Path of Purification; There is no doer of a deed or 

one who reaps the deed's results, only the phenomena flow on and just like ornaments do not pass 

to mirror, yet appear in it, just like eye door adverting consciousness does not pass to eye 

consciousness yet let it appear … so nothing (no being) moves from past becoming to this 

becoming, from this becoming (existence) to future becoming, yet aggregates, bases and elements 

do not fail to be produced here with aggregates, etc., of past as condition or in the future 

becoming. … (VSM tr. p. 700-701). 

Thus there is no gap between the mental processes and between different states of existence of 

different beings, which continue as long as the conditions for the round of kamma and kamma 

results continues. 

This is basic concept of dependent origination common to all Abhidhamma systems based on the 

agamas. 

So much in short for the first two vipassana knowledges defined as definition of mentality and 

materiality (namarupa pariccheda) and defining the conditioning (paccaya pariggaha). They are 
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as we have seen contained in the first two kinds of wisdom purifications, namely purification in 

terms of right view and purification by leaving doubts. 

Since the path of insight (vipassana) is an organic process in which the different kinds of insight 

knowledge complement each other, or rather flow naturally from one knowledge into the next 

one, without any real break between the two, our explanation of the thorough knowledge of 

objects of wisdom (nana parinna) needs to be connected with the thorough knowledge of 

investigation (tirana nana) to become completely comprehensible as base on which insight 

knowledge stands. 

In the words of the Path of discrimination (P.S. 2, p. 62, quoted in VSM tr. p. 703): yanca 

yathabhutananam, yanca sammadassanam, yanca kankhavitaranananam ime dhamma 

ekatthabyanjanameva nana — correct knowledge and right seeing and overcoming of doubt- 

these are one in meaning and only in letter different. 

According to this understanding a correct knowledge and vision of the objects of wisdom  

can not be separated from the thorough knowledge of investigation (tirana parinna). So to 

complete our description of the practical approach to the Abhidhamma study we will treat  

shortly the third purification of wisdom in the Path of Purification model, called the  

Purification by Knowledge and Vision of what is the Path and what is not the Path  

(maggamagga nanadassana visuddhi). 

This third purification consists of two kinds of vipassana knowledge, namely the knowledge of 

comprehension (by groups)(sammasananana) and the knowledge of arising and cessation 

(udayabbaya nana). When these four kinds of first four vipassana knowledge have been 

mastered, the yogi has gained a solid base for realization of the supermundane reality (nirvana). 

He has gained the heat of insight (anulomika khanti), the clarity which will enable him to 

accomplish the path. 

Even though the three characteristics as we have seen appear already during the first kinds of 

vipassana knowledge (namarupa pariccheda, paccaya pariggaha), nevertheless it is the specific 

characteristic (visesa lakkhana 别相) which dominates the practice. It is only in the next two 

kinds of vipassana knowledge (sammasananana, udayabbayanana 思惟智, 生滅智) that the 

common characteristic (samannalakkhana 共相) starts to become really predominant. This is the 

condition for abandoning seven kinds of perception by seven contemplations, forming the base of 

all higher vipassana knowledge (abandoning the perception of permanence , pleasure, self, 

delight, desire, origination and grasping — nicca, sukha, atta, nandi, raga, samudaya, adana in 

regard to formations by contemplation of impermanence, suffering, selflessness, disenchantment, 

dispassion, cessation and relinquishing — anicca, dukkha, anatta, nibbida, viraga, 

nirodhapatinissagga). (see P.M, 1. p.58 quoted in VSM. tr. p. 705 and see also 18 kinds of 

vipassana knowledge complimentary to the seven base vipassanas VSM tr. p.732). This opens 

the door for a higher vipassana (insight knowledge) starting with the knowledge of dissolution 

(bhanganana) leading to a direct realization of the object of liberation (nirvana). 

In the framework of sammasana nana (comprehension by groups, a yogi studies: 

1. Five aggregates in eleven aspects defined systematically in consciousness processes as 

impermanence, etc. 
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2. All states that occur in the six door processes; eye, color, eye consciousness, etc., until six 

kinds of contact, feeling, perception, volition, craving, applied thought etc., until all 

meditation objects studied. 

3. Twelve links of the dependent origination; birth gives rise to aging, death etc., without birth 

no aging, etc. 

In this way; Atitanagatapaccuppannanam dhammanam sankhipitva vavatthane panna 

sammasane nanam — understanding of defining past, future and present states by summarisation 

is knowledge of comprehension … (see PM 1. p. 53 quoted in VSM tr. p. 706-7) 

Thus the yogi sees clearly all this is impermanent in the sense of destruction (khayatthena), 

suffering in the sense of fearsome (bhayatthena) and non-self in the sense of having no essence 

(asaratthena).  

To strengthen this comprehension, furthermore the three characteristics of all formations are 

studied in forty aspects (25 belonging to suffering, 10 to impermanence and 5 to selflessness) in 

order to acquire definitely the acceptance of all compounded objects in conformity with truth. 

(anulomikam khantim patilabhati ... VSM tr. p. 710). 

Then having sharpened the five faculties (VSM tr., p. 713) a yogi trained in the Abhidhamma 

analysis of material and immaterial states he can study in detail how the materiality (rupa) of  

four types of origination is produced and maintained during the duration of the whole lifespan. 

Having seen the past life dying process, he can see how in this life the kamma produced 

materiality becomes the support and basis for the consciousness and temperature born materiality 

and how the nutriment born materiality produces new nutriment born kalapas at the presence 

stage (tanapatta). 

Then he is able to see directly the four kinds of materiality just as kamma, citta, ahara, utu, what 

is originated by them (samutthanam), what has them as condition (paccaya) etc. (see VSM tr. 

 p. 715-718). He can see how many types of consciousness generate bodily postures(iryapatha) 

and two manifestations (vinnatti) (32), how many generate only bodily postures (26), how many 

generate rupa only and not bodily postures and manifestations (19), and how many do not 

generate rupa (16). 

Thus seeing the origination of the four kinds of materiality, the destruction of the same becomes 

clear and thus it is said all materiality is seen at once (VSM p. 719). 

Similarly the comprehension of the immaterial is seeing the arising and passing away of eighty-

one mundane consciousnesses in the rebirth, life continuum and death process (19) as well as in 

active six door process.  

The final step in a thorough understanding of the three characteristics of all formations without 

exception in terms of organizing the objects of wisdom in groups to comprehend their 

impermanence, sorrowful nature and selflessness are two exercises described as comprehension 

of materiality and mentality by seven exercises (rupasattaka sammasana, 

arupasattakasammasana; see VSM tr., p. 720-731). 

The condition for being able to practice them is the Abhidhamma based analysis of all materiality 

and mentality of the three times with their conditioning as we have briefly discussed in the 

preceding lectures. 
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A similar practice is described in the Abhidharma of the Northern tradition based on the 

Sarvastivada model of perception (see Abhidharmakosa chapter 6 with commentaries). 

So this practice attributed to the ancient teachers (pubbacariya yogis) in the Path of Purification 

seems to have existed in Buddhism since the earliest times. 

The first exercise — the material septad comprehension (rupasattakasammasana) is as follows: 

1. Comprehension by taking and putting down (the burden), (adananikkhepato) — starting 

with formations appearing in a lifespan of hundred years and progressively applying three 

characteristics until dividing a single footstep into six parts. 

2. Comprehension of growth and decline in every stage to understand that no one has power 

over the three characteristics (comparison with a flame o a lamp). 

3.-7. Comprehension of the three characteristics in the nutrition, temperature, kamma, 

consciousness born materiality and in the natural materiality (dhammatarupa) not directly 

linked to the body. 

The second exercise — the comprehension of the immaterial septad (arupasattaka sammasana): 

1. By groups (kalapato) — investigating the consciousness comprehending the objects of the 

material septad by applying the three characteristics to it. 

2. By pairs (yamakato) — investigating the consciousness comprehending materiality in terms 

of three characteristics by a second consciousness. 

3. By moments (khanikato) — comprehending three characteristics of the first consciousness 

by second etc. until fifth. 

4. By series (patipatito) — comprehending the three characteristics of the subsequent 

consciousnesses applying the three characteristics until the tenth consciousness. 

3.-7. The comprehension of the three characteristics by removal of false view, conceit and 

attachment. 

In this way, when by this practice the false view of self in the aggregates is removed, conceit and 

attachments are reduced and one sees clearly that no one except the formations sees the 

formations (sankhara sankhare vipassati). The idea of one self having an insight into the nature 

of reality, rather then others, and attachments to the compounded reality should not continue 

according to the commentaries for more then a few mental processes, when the comprehension 

by groups becomes clear (see Satipatthanasutta commentary and sub commentary).  

This comprehension is deepened by the next vipassana knowledge, the knowledge of rise and fall 

(udayabbaya nana), which leads to the next purification, that of knowledge and vision of what is 

the path and of what is not the path.  

Here, having completely purified the perception of formations by applying the three 

characteristics to them systematically, the yogi contemplates naturally the rise and fall of all the 

formations that become his objects at the present moment. He contemplates; evam sabbe 

ruparupino dhamma ahutva sambhoti, hutva pativenti — thus all the material and immaterial 

states having not been there arise, having arisen cease ... (PM. 1, p. 54, VSM tr., p.734). 
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Again, having organized his vipassana objects into five aggregates etc. he sees directly the 

arising and ceasing of each of the aggregates; this material state arises with the arising of 

ignorance, craving, kamma, nutriment, their arising is the characteristic of origination (nibbatti 

lakkhana) of the whole aggregate of materiality and similarly he sees the origination of the other 

immaterial aggregates. He also sees the conditioned cessation of these aggregates; with the 

cessation of ignorance etc. there is the cessation of this material state and in the same way the 

whole material aggregates ceases, this is the characteristic of change (viparinama lakkhana) 

inherent in the aggregate of form and in all the other aggregates. Thus he sees directly the arising 

of the five aggregates with 25 conditions (five conditions for each aggregate, only for feeling, 

perception and formation aggregate instead of nutriment is touch, and for the consciousness 

aggregate nama rupa), ceasing with 25 conditions or aspects, and arising and ceasing 50 aspects. 

He sees the arising and cessation of aggregates in two ways, that is according to conditions and 

according to instants (paccayato khanato ubho'pi vipassati). 

Thus the truth of suffering and it's causes become clear to a hard working yogi at this stage and 

with it also the special characteristics of the material and immaterial phenomena he has 

previously defined in terms of their four aspects (characteristic, function etc., lakkhana, rasa 

etc.). 

With this experience he has reached a tender stage of insight (taruna vipassana) since he can see 

directly, that the formations arising and ceasing moment by moment cannot be defined by 

accumulation (sanniccaya). They just arise and pass away moment by moment just like the sound 

of a lute (vina sadda). The arising of formations moment by moment reveals the truth of 

suffering, their arising moment by moment due to conditions reveals the truth of origination. 

Their momentary ceasing reveals the truth of suffering, their ceasing by conditions reveals the 

truth of cessation and also though their arising and ceasing moment by moment the truth of the 

path in it's mundane aspect is revealed to the meditating yogi. 

This overwhelming experience of momentary arising and passing away of all objects of 

contemplation, when the progress in insight is felt, may be accompanied by ten subtle 

defilements (apakilesas) obstructing his progress. They are: illumination, knowledge, rapture, 

relaxation and clarity, bliss, resolution, exertion, assurance, equanimity, and attachment (obhasa, 

nanam, piti, passaddhi, sukham, adhimokkha, paggaha, upatthana, upekkha, nikanti). 

All except the last are actually positive states in meditation, not defilements, but they become 

obstacles when their selfless nature is not seen clearly through. 

If a yogi can contemplate them as not being I, not belonging to me, this is not myself, he can 

abandon the thirty defiling factors of vipassana, namely false view, conceit and attachment to 

these ten states. 

In this way the first four kinds of vipassana knowledge affect in him a clear vision of the three 

worldly truths: 

1. Dukkha sacca — the truth of suffering is clearly seen through the defining of nama rupa 

(nama rupa pariccheda). 

2. Samudaya sacca — the truth of origination is clearly seen when the conditioning of all the 

material and immaterial states becomes clear (paccaya pariggaha). 
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3. Magga sacca — the truth of the path is revealed, when the thirty imperfections of insight 

have been removed. 

So the yogi enters the third stage of thorough understanding (parinna) leading to a gradual 

removing of all mental suffering (pahana parinna), through the abandoning of all mind cankers. 

It starts when a mature stage of vipassana has been reached through the knowledge of 

contemplation of dissolution (bhanga nana). 


